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TO ESTIMATES OF Lq-TRACES OF FUNCTIONSAND THEIR DERIVATIVES ON BOUNDARYm-DIMENSIONAL SURFACE
Abstract

In this paper we investigate the properties of Lq (�m)� traces of functionsfrom new spaces W hrip (G; s)on boundary m -dimensional surface �m 2 �1. The integral inequality of theembedding theorem type
D� :W hrip (G; s) ,! Lq (�m)

is proved.
We consider the space W hrip (G; s) (0:1)

of the functions f = f (x) of the points x = (x1; :::;xs) 2 En (1 � s � n) of manyvariables xk = (xk;1; :::; xk;nk) 2 Enk (k = 1; 2; :::; s), de�ned in the domain G �En = En1� :::�En; (n = n1 + ::: + ns) satisfying the condition of \� - semi-horn". Space (0.1) is determined as a closure of set of su�cient smooth and �nite func-tions in En by the norm
kfkW hrip (G;s) = X

i=(i1;:::;is)2Q
DrifLp(G) <1; (0:2)

where the sum is taken in all possible vectors i = (i1; :::; is) 2 Q with the coordinatesik 2 f0; 1; :::; nkg.(k = 1; 2; :::; s) :It is assumed that the vector r = (r1; :::; rs) with coordinates-vectors rk =(rk;1; :::; rk;nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) is \integer and positive", i.e., rk;j > 0 (j = 1; 2; :::; nk)are integer at all k = 1; 2; :::; s, and for each i = (i1; :::; is) 2 Q the vector ri =�ri11 ; :::; riss � has coordinates and vectors
rikk =

8<:
(0; :::; 0; rk;ik ; 0; :::; 0) at ik 6= 0;
(0; :::; 0) at ik = 0

at all k = 1; 2; :::s:.Space (0.1) in case of s = 1 coincides with the known S.L.Sobolev spaceW hrip (G),and the case s = n with the known S.M.Nikolskii space Shrip W (G) of di�erentiablefunctions with dominant mixed derivative.
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In this paper we de�ne a class of surfaces �m (1 � m � n� 1) and �nd theconditions for which there exist Lq-traces of functions and their derivatives on �m.At that it is proved that D�f j�m 2 Lq (�m) ; (0:3)and the integral inequalitiesD�f j�mLq(�m) � kfkW hrip (G;s) (0:4)

are valid, where it is assumed that 1 < p � q <1.
1. Basic de�nitions and necessary notation.
1.1. Let H = (H1; :::;Hs) ; Hk > 0 (k = 1; 2; :::; s), and the vector

� = (�1; :::; �s) (1:1)
with the coordinate-vectors �k = (�k;1; :::; �k;nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) be such that

�k;j = +1 or �k;j = �1 (j = 1; 2; :::; nk) (1:2)
at all k = 1; 2; :::; s:.Let the vector � = (�1; :::;�s) (1:3)with the coordinate-vectors

�k = (�k;1; :::; �k;nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) (1:4)
be \positive", i.e.

�k;j > 0 (j = 1; 2; :::; nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) : (1:5)
Denote by

R� (�;H) =
= [

0<�k�Hk(k=1;2;::;s)
�y 2 En; Ck � yk;j�k;j��k;jk � C�k (j = 1; 2; :::; nk)� ; (1:6)

where Ck; C�k (k = 1; 2; :::s) are �xed positive constants, it is denoted a \�-semi-horn" with vertex in origin of coordinates. Then
x+R� (�;H) (1:7)

is \�-semi-horn" with vertex at the point x 2 En.De�nition 1. The subdomain 
 � G is called a subdomain satisfying the

condition of \� - semi-horn" if

x+R� (�;H) � G (1:8)
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at all x 2 
.De�nition 2. The domain G � En (1:9)
is called a domain satisfying the condition of \� - semi-horn" if there exists a set

of subdomains G1; G2; :::; GK � G (1:10)
satisfying the condition of \� - semi-horn" and covering the domain G, i.e. such

that

G = K[
�=1G�: (1:11)

The class of domains G � En satisfying the condition of \� - semi-horn" isdenoted by C (�;H) : (1:12)1.2. Let
m = m1 + :::+m� < n = n1 + :::+ ns (1 � � � s � n) ; (1:13)

at that mk � nk (k = 1; 2; :::; �) : (1:14)Let at each k 2 f1; 2; :::; �g8<:
xk;1 = xk;1; :::; xk;mk = xk;mk ;
xk;� = 'k;� (xk;1; :::; xk;mk) (� = mk + 1; :::; nk) (1:15)

at that we assume that the functions
'k;� = 'k;� (xk;1; :::; xk;mk) (� = mk + 1; :::; nk) (1:16)

have continuous partial derivatives in some mk-dimensional domain 
mk � Emk ,moreover we assume that���� @@xk;j 'k;� (xk;1; :::; xk;mk)���� �Mk (1:17)
at all j = 1; 2; :::;mk and � = mk + 1; :::; nk:Let

x�k = �xk;1; :::; xk;mk ; 'k;mk+1 (xk;1; :::; xk;mk) ; :::; 'k;nk (xk;1; :::; xk;mk)� (1:18)
at all k = 1; 2; :::; �:.Let further 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:

x�1 = x�1;::::::::::x�� = x��;x��+1 =  �+1 (x�1; :::;x��) ;::::::::::::::::::::x�s =  s (x�1; :::;x��)
(1:19)
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where the vector-functions

 k =  k (x�1; :::;x��) (k = �+ 1; :::; s) (1:20)
with the coordinate functions

 k;j =  k;j (x�1; :::;x��) (j = 1; 2; :::; nk) (1:21)
and having continuous partial derivatives such that���� @@x;� k;j (x�1; :::;x��)

���� �Mk;j (1:22)
in some domain


m = 
m1 � ::: � 
m� � Em = Em1 � ::: � Em� (1:23)
at all  = 1; 2; :::; �; � = 1; 2; :::;m ; j = 1; 2; :::; nk; k = �+ 1; :::; s:It follows from the cited reasons that the set of the points

x� = �x�1; :::; x��;  �+1 (x�1; :::; x��) ; :::;  s (x�1; :::;x��)� =
= P (x�1; :::; x��) = T (x0)

at
(x1;1; :::; x1;m1 ; :::;x�;1; :::; x�;m�) = �x01; :::; x0�� = x0 2 
m � Em (1:24)

it is de�ned the surface �m � G: (1:25)The class of surfaces �m from (1.13)-(1.26) is denoted by �1.
2. Basic result.The basic result is given in the form of the following theorem.Theorem. 1) Let f 2W hrip (G; s), where 1 < p � q <1:.
2) Let the domain G 2 C (�;H).
3) Let �m 2 �1 at �m � G.

4) Let the \positive nonnegative" vector � = (�1; :::; �s) with the coordinates-

vectors �k = (�k;1; :::; �k;nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) be such that

{k;ik = rk;ik�k;ik � (�k; �k)� 1p j�kj+ 1q ���0k�� � 0
(ik = 1; 2; :::; nk) at all k = 1; 2; :::; �;

{k;ik = rk;ik�k;ik � (�k; �k)� 1p j�kj > 0 (ik = 1; 2; :::; nk)
at all k = � + 1; :::; s, where j�kj = �k;1 + ::: + �k;nk ; j�0kj = �k;1 + ::: + �k;mk ;(�k; �k) = nkX

j=1�k;j�k;j :
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Then the function D�f (x) on the surface �m has Lq-traces

D�f j�m 2 Lq (�m) ;
at that the inequalities D�f j�mLq(�m) � C kfkW hrip (G;s)
are valid, the constant C is independent of the function f = f (x).

3. Scheme of proof of the theorem.The proof of the theorem is conducted by the method of integral representationson the basis of a new integral representation of functions led in [1].
3.1. We can take the function

f 2W hrip (G; s) (3:1)
su�ciently smooth in En, consequently at each point x 2 En the identity

D�f (x) = X
i=(i1;:::is)2QAi;�f (x) (3:2)

holds.Here the integral operators
Ai;�f (x) = ci

0@ Y
k2esneiH

��k;0k
1A ~HZ

~0
Y
k2ei

d�k�1+�k;ikk �
�ZEnD

rif (x+ y) �i;� (:::) dy
(3:3)

at each i = (i1; :::; is) 2 Q, at that ei = s upp i; es = f1; 2; :::; sg :.In integral operators (3.3) the numbers
�k;0 = j�kj+ (�k; �k) k 2 esnei; (3:4)
�k;ik = j�kj+ (�k; �k)� rk;ik�k;ik (3:5)

at each k 2 ei, and at i = (i1; :::; is) 2 Q.The kernels in integral operators (3.3) are su�ciently smooth and �nite functions,and are de�ned by the equalities
�i;� (:::) = Y

k2ei�k;�k;ik � yk��kk
� Y

k2es=ei�k;�k;0� ykH�kk
� ; (3:6)
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and the vectors 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

yk��kk =  yk;1��k;1k ; :::; yk;nk��k;nkk
! ;

ykH�kk =  yk;1H�k;1k ; :::; yk;nkH�k;nkk
! (3:7)

for corresponding k 2 es, at that the support
supp �k;ik;�k (yk) (3:8)

belongs to the set
fyk 2 Enk ; 0 < yk;j�k;j � 1 (j = 1; 2; :::; nk)g (3:9)

for corresponding k 2 es.
3.2. Let \nonnegative vector"

h = (h1; :::;hs) (3:10)
with the coordinates-vectors hk = (hk;1; :::; hk;nk) (k = 1; 2; :::; s) de�ne the surface

�m + h = fx� + h; x� 2 �mg ; (3:11)
i.e., this set of the points x� + h = T �x0�+ hat all x0 = (x01; :::;x0�) 2 
m � Em, at that we choose a system of coordinates andvector (3.10) such that �m + h � G: (3:13)Note that

D�f j�m+hLq(�m+h) � C
8<:
Z

m
��D�f �T �x0�+ h���q dx0

9=;
1q (3:14)

at 1 < q <1.
3.3.
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coincides with surface (3.11).We de�ne a set of auxiliary functions coincident on corresponding parts of thesurface �m + h, with contraction D�f j�m+h on this part of surface.This set of auxiliary functions is de�ned by the equalities

f�;�m+h �T �x0�+ h� = X
i=(i1;:::is)2QA�i;��f �T �x0�+ h� (3:18)

at all � = 1; 2; :::;K.Here
A�i;��f (T (x0) + h) = ci

0@ Y
k2esneiH

��k;0k
1A ~HZ

~0
Y
k2ei

d�k�1+�k;ikk �
�ZEn� (G� +R��)Drif (T (x0) + h) �i;�� (:::) dy;

(3:19)

at that all the notation from (3.3) are remained, and the function
� = � (G� +R��) (3:20)

is a characteristic function of the set G� +R�� for corresponding � = 1; 2; :::;K.It follows from inequality (3.14) and equality (3.18) thatD�f j�m+hLq(�m+h) �
� C KX

�=1
X

i=(i1;:::is)2Q
A�i;��f (T (�) + h)Lq(Em)

(3:21)
consequently, the proof of the theorem is led to the estimations

A�i;��f (T (�) + h)Lq(Em) � C  sY
k=1H

{k;ikk
!DrifLq(G�+R�� ) (3:22)

of integral operators (3.3) uniformly with respect to vector (3.10).
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